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AFT… Read about this industry exclusive

Welcome to the Bonnet Pro family —
Thank you for considering Bonnet Pro. We know you have many choices available to you, so we
strive to make products you will see as your best choice. For instance – our proprietary T2H hybrid
encapsulation polymers that help carpets stay cleaner longer and won’t give your customers a
negative — crystallizing encap dust. T2H helps promote clean.
Safer raw material choices. We could choose less expensive raw ingredients that would yield a
higher profit, but they are not the healthy choice for you, so we won’t use them.
Education. When you call us, our goal is not to sell you but to educate. We find an educated
customer is our best resource for a long, sustainable relationship. Once you get to know us, you too
will realize our goal is to serve you, not to sell you.
A fresh clean carpet. We have spent years making our products smell fantastic with the use of
ProFresh, our exclusive scent. We want you to enjoy using our cleaners and we want your customers
to say “WOW! My carpets smell and look better than ever before!”
One stop shop. You need a wide range of quality items for your carpet cleaning operation. You will
find everything you need right HERE. Products, education and services.
Bonnet Pro is a Christian run family business with part of our income going to Compassion
International, TRW and Voice of the Martyrs. I use my more than 33 years of cleaning experience to
ensure that my products are the best products available. I personally field tests all of Bonnet Pro’s
products. We never rest in this competitive market, and constantly strive to bring you the most
innovative, best performing, best smelling and safest products possible in my commitment to serve
you, our valued customer. My goal is to make you the cleaning legend in your town.
Sincerely,

John H. Klucznik
Founder of Bonnet Pro, Key Floor Care and CT6
That Jesus did come and die, even for one like me.

Go to www.bonnetpro.com for:
Full Product Details • Product & Educational Videos • CT6 Video & Education Center

At www.bonnetpro.com, see full details, SDS, read labels and see before and after pictures.

Surround OmegaZyme

Surround Omega with Citrus

Case - $159.00 $7/cs shipping
One Gallon - $39.75

Case - $149.00 $7/cs shipping
One Gallon - $37.25

OmegaZyme is the first enzymatic
encapsulation detergent to receive
the CRI Seal of Approval. This
high-powered carpet encapsulation
detergent is formulated for your most
difficult carpet cleaning challenges, like
apartments and greasy restaurants.

OMEGA is your “go to” product for commercial
and residential encapsulation carpet cleaning. With
the customer-pleasing ProFresh with natural citrus
scent, OMEGA can be used for low moisture carpet
cleaning due to its encapsulation properties from
our T2H polymers. Plus, OMEGA makes a great prespray for hot water extraction.

Surround Ultra with ProFresh

Surround Free

Case - $138.00 $7/cs shipping
One Gallon - $36.00

Case - $138.00 $7/cs shipping
One Gallon - $36.00

The first encap to actually incorporate
encapsulating odor counteractants, while
retaining all of the features you expect in a
double strength Ultra premium encapsulant.

An absolutely odorless super-concentrated
encapsulation carpet cleaner. It’s great
for nursing homes, hospitals, schools,
residential homes or anywhere that a totally
odor-free experience is wanted.

Surround Profresh

Surround NO-Rinse
Encapsulating Spotter

Case - $109.00
One Gallon - $27.25
ProFresh contains, in part, concentrated
zinc salts, that readily micro-emulsify in
water to produce a concentrated odor
counteractant, a true odor absorber,
not an odor mask.

We think you’ll agree it’s the strongest general
spotter you can get. No rinsing, no machines, no
hassle! Now with natural citrus solvent.
Case - $109.00
2qt. twin pack - $26.95

Bonnet Wash
Keep your bonnets looking bright and clean
Bonnet Wash with ProFresh is specifically formulated for cleaning heavily soiled bonnets with
institutional grade cleaners, brighteners, enzymes and fresheners. This triple strength formula contains
more than three times the cleaning strength compared to conventional laundry detergents.
Case - $109.00
One Gallon - $27.25

Surround Specialty Spotters – from urine stains to rust removal, we have a spotter for it.
Waste Away

Bye Bye Red Dye

Gum, Grease & Ink

P.O.G.

Rust Remover

4 Gallon
Case $161.00
12-16 oz. Bottles
Case $131.32
16 0z. Single $8.00

24-16 oz. Bottles
Case $127.00
16 0z. Single $11.00

24-16 oz. Bottles
Case $143.00
16 0z. Single $11.00

(Paint, Oil & Grease)
24-16 oz. Bottles
Case $185.00
16 0z. Single $12.50

24-16 oz. Bottles
Case $145.00
16 0z. Single $10.00

It’s not encapsulation, it’s not protector…
It’s the next evolution in carpet care technology

™

Have you ever seen a dirty flower? We haven’t either. Some plants use what is
called the “Lotus Effect”, this is one of nature’s ways to self-clean every time it rains.
While it can’t rain inside and clean your carpets Bonnet Pro has the next best thing!
This is not encapsulation or carpet protectors, it’s something completely different!
Active Film Technology or AFT is a positive film that coats the surface fiber with an
invisible durable layer only a few microns thick. This is to help prevent the “negative”
oily film commonly called an oily binder that causes rapid resoiling. Our positive
or helpful AFT film barrier exhibits repellent properties. When the fiber is cleaned,
the AFT hydrophilic barrier causes soils to “float” on the Active Film so soils can
be displaced or cleaned more easily, and often with a less aggressive cleaning
chemical. AFT then also helps prevent new soils from attaching to the underlying
face fiber once Bonnet Pro`s AFT is in place. This amazing component is natural, safe and non-toxic.
Encaps dry down and leave a polymer coating to suspend small particles of soil to be removed by vacuuming. Semi
Fluorinated chemicals also coat the fiber and reduce surface tension but can be expensive and will increase dry times.
While protectors can still be used with AFT, AFT is much cheaper, does not require extra application time, has no odor
and is reapplied every time you clean at no extra cost to the company providing the cleaning, as it will be built into many
Bonnet Pro encapsulation formulas starting with OMEGA Citrus.

•
•
•
•

No added cost to cleaner
No extra time spent to apply
Helps prevent petroleum-based soils from attaching to
face fiber of carpet and textiles
AFT is none toxic and a natural ingredient

•
•

Helps reduce chemical usage on future cleanings

•
•

Protectors may still be used after cleaning

Automatically reapplied every time the
carpet is cleaned
Improves encapsulation function

Repel sticky oil binders that cause rapid resoiling with AFT, an active positive film the helps block harmful oily
binders making carpets easier to clean and look better longer.

Disposable Safety Signs
These new disposable, paper wet surface signs can
protect your customers from slipping and falling and
help protect you from the liability.
$24 – 200 per pack
$242 – Case – 11 Packs

Revive Encap Pads

Powering Your
Carpet Care
Solutions

Making Old Look New Again

Surround OmegaZyme – The First Enzymatic Encap Detergent Endorsed by CRI

Solo Sprayer

Bonnet Claw

This very handy 1-quart sprayer is not only well
made but will also increase your
productivity.

The Subsurface Carpet
Extraction Tool

Unlike larger sprayers that
require two hands to carry, this one allows
one-handed operation so you can detect
urine deposits with your black light in
one hand and immediately treat the
contamination with the sprayer in the
other. Plus, you’ll love the easy-to-use
pressure release button. No more spray
in the face when you want to refill. This
one-handed Solo Sprayer is a must have on
every van to allow faster, easier applications
of spot pre-treatments, odor control, disinfectants and is
excellent for our Always Fresh Oxy Spotter that is coming soon.

Solo Sprayer $27.95

The Bonnet Claw
Subsurface Carpet
Extraction Tool allows
for targeted airflow to the
pad and backing beneath the
carpet to extract contaminants, odors,
and liquids, such as pet urine, feces, vomit,
and more. The Bonnet Claw Tool works in conjunction with our WasteAway and ProFresh Deodorizer system. Use Revive iT Oxy Spotter on
tougher organic stains like urine when cleaning is completed if needed.
The Bonnet Claw Tool uses a process called sub-surface extraction.
Subsurface Extraction is used by professional carpet cleaners to
thoroughly remove contaminants, liquids, and odors that have
soaked into carpet padding and upholstery. Short of removing carpet,
subsurface extraction is the best method for flushing out the true cause
of odors and reappearing spots.

Bonnet Claw $75.00

UV Blacklight Kit

Includes:
• Professional UV blacklight flash light
• Hard storage case
• 2x 18650 lithium ion rechargeable batteries
• Battery charger
• Flashlight carrying soft case – attaches to belt at the waist for easy
access while on the job

UV Blacklight Kit $175.00
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This professional UV Blacklight
Kit reveals urine, feces, and
vomit stains that would
otherwise be hidden to the
naked eye. Powerful 10 watt
UV light works even in daylight,
so you don’t need to turn off
the lights or worry about there
being too much light for you
to see stains. Recommended
for professional use by carpet
cleaners.

G re e n Cl e

Amazing new discovery in
Quantum Physics unleashes
a new super cleaning agent
made almost entirely
from edible plants
This discovery changes everything
– GREEN is now POWERFUL
Urine Elimination System
The Only Urine Elimination System Kit You’ll Ever Need
Contains:
• Bonnet Claw – Sub Surface Carpet Extraction Tool
• UV Blacklight Kit
• Solo Sprayer
• Waste-Away Urine, Stain & Odor Remover
• Surround ProFresh Professional Carpet Deodorizer

Urine Elimination System $325.00

The best carpet bonnet
just got better…
much better!
ProCotton bonnets are already
known for their superior cleaning
ability. Our new proprietary
IRONMAN yarn now increases
durability, 200 to 300%! They don’t
shed and provide excellent ease of
use under your Rotary or OP.

ProCotton IronMan Long-Life Carpet Cleaning Bonnets
> Designed and manufactured in the USA
> Yarns sources in the USA
> Most durable cotton bonnet in the
market
> Superior cleaning results over
microfiber and synthetic bonnets
> Excellent cotton durability
> Runs easily and comfortably under your
machine
> Reduces operator fatigue and blown
circuits
> Use with Rotary or OP machines
> No shedding
> Very competitive price
> Many sizes available

8, 13, 14, 15.5, 17.5, 19.5 and 21” sizes for about $17 each, based on a 17.5”. 6 per case

Let GUARDIAN Extend the Life of Your Carpets

Guardian Carpet & Upholstery Protector has proven its value, as seen when
applied in commercial accounts, to dramatically improve the carpet’s appearance
and life. Guardian will help protect your carpet against dry soils, the major cause
of carpet wear. Dry soils will not bond against the carpet and will more easily be
removed by vacuuming. Fewer abrasive soils equals less wear on your valuable
carpet fibers which equals a longer life for your floor covering investment.
Guardian will also protect against oily soils making it easier to remove oily
binders with professional cleanings. These oily binders help trap soils, locking them
to carpet fibers and dulling the fiber’s appearance. We have found that just these
two things alone may increase the periods between carpet cleanings and improve
appearance between cleaning cycles.
Guardian, depending on the density and fiber type, can create such a strong barrier
that beading can occur. This is helpful when a liquid is spilled containing an acid
dye. If the liquid is beading on the top of the carpet, it is easily absorbed and less
likely to cause a stain that needs professional care. Of course, other spills are also
easily blotted out like puppy accidents or spills from children.
• Technology (meets the goal of the US EPA 2010/2015 PFOA Stewardship Program)
• Best-in-Class performance meets or exceeds current
industry soil and stain protection offerings

Today, let your trusted cleaning professional
apply Guardian and have the peace of mind that
your soon to be clean and fresh carpets will stay
that way longer than ever before!
Disclaimer: While no carpet protector can protect against every spill like bleach, paint or very hot liquids, Guardian will protect
against many common household and commercial use occurrences under normal conditions. Beading may not occur on all
carpets depending upon weight and material. This does not effect the overall performance.

These handouts
will increase your
Guardian sales!
You’ll receive 2 in
every case

Omega Citrus Encapsulation Cleaner
with AFT – for All Your Serious Carpet
& Upholstery Challenges
• Contains Active Film Technology

• Helps resist soiling & easier to clean

• Zinc-based odor neutralizers

• Neutral pH for carpet & textiles

• No crystallizing crunch or dust

• Signature ProFesh & citrus scent

• Excellent cleaning & encapsulation performance for all methods
™

AFT – It’s Not Encap, It’s Not Protector
It’s Something Completely Different

Read more about this exciting new advancement
at bonnetpro.com

A natural,
enzymatic urine,
stain & odor
remover
Waste-Away is
included in the
All-In-One Professional
Spotting Kit

Natural plant-based cleaners to digest and
eliminate organic material, stains, and odors
caused by urine, vomit, and even feces
CRANBERRY ICE SCENT – INCREDIBLY PLEASANT!

Revive iT Oxy Spotter

Revive iT Rocket Citrus
Oxy Encap Detergent &
Oxy Spotter

This ProFresh scented Oxy spotter carpet
cleaning product will enable you to clean
carpets with a variety of cleaning methods
faster and with better results than ever
before.

Revive iT Rocket multi-use, citrus
oxy encap detergent carpet cleaner
contains a powerful blend of non-ionic
detergents and a great smelling, organic
solvent made from citrus plus hydrogen
peroxide, to remove not only oily, greasy
soils, but organic stains and discoloration
from carpets and fabrics.

•
•
•
•

Excellent Cleaning Power
Removes Dry and Oily Soils
Removes Most Organic Stains
Use with all Low Moisture & HWE
Systems

12 Qt Case – $115.00 $7 Shipping
Twin Pack Qts – $29.95

Case – $149.00 $7 Shipping
Gallon – $37.25

Radical Rinse
Powdered encap extraction rinse, booster & low moisture cleaner
With as little as ½ to 1 ounce per gallon, you can get amazing encapsulation results! Light citrus scent, incredibly
low dilutions in our ultra-concentrated encapsulation extraction rinse, encapsulation detergent and booster for your
favorite liquid Bonnet Pro cleaner. Plus, Radical Rinse is an incredibly
easy-to-mix powder.
7.5 lb. Container – $129.00 $7 Shipping
Cleans up to 96,000 sq.ft.
Case of 4 – $450.00  Ships Free!
Cleans up to 384,000 sq.ft. Saves $94 compared to buying 4 singles.
Case of 72 Portion Packs/4.5lb. – $85.oo

Rocket Blast

— Tile & Grout Oxy Citrus Cleaner,
Spotter, Booster & Carpet Pre-spray with AFT
More grime-cutting solvent, with oxy
& citrus. Effective on olefin, plus has a
great scent.
Rocket Blast tile and grout oxy citrus
cleaner, booster and synthetic carpet
pre-spray uses only 100 percent active
ingredients to give you the best cleaning
performance and an exceptional value.
Rocket Blast has a light natural citrus
fragrance but with a pH of 12.5 it
enables you to blast away the toughest
soils and even helps to brighten and
whitening with its oxy ingredients. Plus,
you have AFT, a Bonnet Pro industry
exclusive technology built-in to help
™
make future cleanings easier.
Case of 4 - 7.5lb Containers – $189.00 $7 Shipping
7.5lb – $48.00
2lb – $23.00

Grout Shock — Heavy Duty Acidic Tile & Grout

Cleaner – When All Other Tile & Grout Cleaners Fail

With a pH of 1, Grout Shock is an
extremely effective acidic tile and grout
cleaner, using a phosphoric acid-based
formula plus two additional solvents to
clean grout, when alkaline cleaners fail to
produce the desired results. It removes
embedded soils with ease. Use as a
second step after your alkaline-based
product when needed.
Grout Shock will dig into the grout
much deeper and help remove stains,
discolorations and other hard-to-remove
soils, helping to restore the brand-new
look of your floor.
Case – $149.00 $7 Shipping
Gallon – $38.00

NEW Hybrid T2H

polymer by Bonnet Pro
– the best of both worlds

WHY? It dries clear and dry like a crystallizing polymer,
is strong and durable and won’t self-shatter like a film forming
polymer. T2H has it all!
Did you know that the coating on a carpet fiber of encap polymer is under 1 micron
thick? To put this into perspective, a pin head is about 2 millimeters. A drop of water on
a microscope slide is approximately 1 millimeter. A micron is 1,000 times smaller than 1
millimeter. We’re talking a coating on the surface of a single carpet fiber that measures
about 50 microns or 40xs smaller than a pinhead. So to pour the chemical full strength
(20xs stronger than actual use dilution) into a glass for the currently excepted dry down
test is 1,000 to 10,000 times thicker than the use of a product in the real world!
This exciting NEW T2H Hybrid Polymer allows for very clear and dry, dry downs that
will hold the encapsulated soils longer than a straight crystallizing product. This means
more dry soil protection and encapsulated soils that stay encapsulated until they are
vacuumed off of the carpet fibers. Our T2H polymers will not self shatter and release
soils and polymer back into the carpet just because the product dried. Surround used
in real world conditions will not cement soil to the fiber. If poured in a glass the product
may dry rather hard and would seem to not be easily removed. But again, in the real
world the layer of polymer is so thin that it has to be exceedingly strong to encapsulate
the soils and fibers when the polymer is under a micron thick. So naturally if you take
this very strong polymer and increase the thickness of the coating like in the glass trick
thousands of times thicker than in real world applications then its strength would also
increase making the test inaccurate and unusable.
When used in the proper and designed for purpose, Surround exhibits excellent
encapsulating properties. The majority of our new T2H Hybrid Polymer will vacuum off
of the fibers in 3 to 6 vacuum cycles. This could be a week in an office building or several
weeks in a home.
See the entire report with pictures showing test results from 85 to 3000 times
magnification from a $200,000 thousand
dollar electron microscope as performed
by Intertek labs. Click on the encap
education box on our homepage.
See why Surround not only out cleans and
smells better than the competition but why
our polymers are also better.

Don’t Settle! Surround!

Imagine how thin the polymer is on this trilobial
shaped carpet fiber magnified at 650x.

Remember, test it like you would use it – on carpet.

877-477-1615 | 215-723-5330 | bonnetpro.com

Same Day Shipments

Diverse Product Offering

Order before 2:00pm EST for stock items
and your order will be out the door the
same day.

Multiple low moisture brands, solutions
and tools to help your encapsulation
operation succeed.

Auto Refill Program

Huge In-stock Inventory
We plan ahead. Most items are immediately
available to you. Need just a few?
We’ll handle your order as if it were
a few hundred.

Flexible Policies
Just like asking a friend for a favor. Do you
need something special? Let us work with
you. We’ll cut the red tape.

SAVE $$$ on future orders with our
Auto Refill Program. You’ll save 10%
per case with no limits. Never run out
of chemical again! No wasted time
spent on reordering. Streamline your
business to save time and money.

CT6 Video &
Education Center
Free resources and videos, all geared
to help you learn and succeed in your
carpet cleaning venture.

Respectful Treatment

Online, Email & Phone

Get honest, educated answers to help
your operation grow.

www.bonnetpro.com
info@bonnetpro.com
877-477-1615

215-723-5330

Go to www.bonnetpro.com for:
Full Product Details
Product & Educational Videos
CT6 Video & Education Center

877-477-1615 | 215-723-5330 | bonnetpro.com

